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free people read freely

FTRF helps secure
victory in Utah book
ban suit
On January 15, the Freedom to Read Foundation welcomed the news that
the Davis County, Utah, Public School system would reinstate Patricia
Polacco’s award-winning book, In Our Mothers’ House, without restrictions
to school library shelves.
In the final settlement of the case brought by the ACLU of Utah on behalf Tina
Weber, a local mother, the district agreed not to remove or restrict access to
any library books based on Utah’s ban on having “instructional materials” that
contain “advocacy of homosexuality”—which had been named as the reason
for the book’s removal following complaints from some district parents. The
district also agreed to pay the ACLU $15,000 in attorneys’ fees.
The settlement also stated: “Plaintiffs acknowledge that the book
may be restricted on a per-student basis by the parent
or guardian of an individual student if the parent or
Davis County, Utah
guardian believes that the book may be contrary to the
student’s, or the parent’s, belief or right of conscience, in
the same manner as any other library book.” In practice,
this means that the library will continue its practice of
maintaining a database of books that individual students
will not be able to check out, based on parental request.
CONTINUED on p. 2
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L e gac i e s

Remembering
Carolyn Forsman
By Barbara Immroth, Professor, University of Texas School of Information
Carolyn Forsman,
MLS librarian, awardwinning jewelry
designer, successful
businesswoman,
Freedom to Read
Foundation 2001
Roll of Honor Award
recipient, major donor
of over $150,000 to
FTRF from sales of Carolyn Forsman
Conversation Piece Jewelry, passed away
in January.
Carolyn grew up in the Bronx, a smart
child who was a reader and good math
student. She attended Hunter College
High School, majored in Mathematics
and Philosophy at New York University
earning a BA in 1964 and the University
of California, Berkeley, earning the MLS
in 1965. She was inducted into Beta Phi
Mu in 1965.
At the University of Maryland, 1969–72
she was in the first class of doctoral
students in Library Science. She worked
as Head of Reference at Vallejo Public
Library (CA) 1967–69 and Chief of
Telephone Reference Service, Washington D.C. Public Library 1974–76. Active
CONTINUED on p. 6
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Courts: Redding (CA) Public
Library must permit leafleting
On December 13, 2012, the California Court of Appeals upheld a lower court’s
ruling that the Redding Public Library’s “Outdoor Public Forum Policy” was an
unconstitutional restriction on speech.

New Year,
New Opportunities

The ACLU and the North State Tea Party Alliance filed the lawsuit (consolidated
into Prigmore v. City of Redding), which challenged the library’s policy on First
Amendment grounds. The policy limited leafleting to a specific “free speech
area,” prohibited leafleting that solicited donations, banned leafleting of cars in
the parking lot, and prohibited the use of coarse language and gestures by those
passing out leaflets.

Happy 2013! Welcome, new members! And
thanks to those of you who have renewed. We
know that many organizations are vying for
your support and we never take your loyalty
for granted. We hope that we are meeting your
expectations. If we are not, please let us know.

At trial, the library argued that the policy was necessary to preserve public
safety, to reduce littering, and to prevent harassment of library patrons. It further argued that the public area in front of the library and its parking area were
limited public fora where speech could be regulated.

I was delighted to visit with so many of you
at the January FTRF/ALA meeting in Seattle.
Thank you, Trustees, for your hard work and
thoughtfulness as we tackled such issues as ebooks and our ongoing challenges with filtered
Internet in libraries.

The trial court disagreed, ruling that the public square in front of the library
and the parking area constituted traditional public fora. The court overturned
all of the library’s policies, concluding that the policies did not constitute
reasonable time, place, and manner restrictions. With regard to the prohibition
against “coarse” language, the court held that it was content-based, unconstitutionally vague, and did not pass the strict scrutiny test.
On appeal, the appellate court affirmed much of the trial court’s opinion, with
the exception of the decision to overturn the restriction on placing leaflets on
car windshields. It reinstated that restriction, citing the expert declaration from
the city’s traffic operations manager that the restriction was necessary to ensure
pedestrians’ safety.

FTRF helps secure victory in Utah
CONTINUED from p. 1

The Freedom to Read Foundation assisted the ACLU of Utah in the development of the case by providing a range of resources regarding selection and
reconsideration policies and best practices, the application of documents such
as the Library Bill of Rights and the ALA Code of Ethics to school libraries, and
the value of literature like In Our Mothers’ House for students and families.
FTRF also identified expert witnesses to assist in creating evidence to be used in
a motion for summary judgment or trial—although the case never got that far.
In a statement, the ACLU of Utah thanked FTRF for our efforts:
“We received invaluable assistance from the Freedom to Read Foundation, which helped provide resources for challenging the restriction
and identifying expert witnesses who could testify about how In Our
Mothers’ House was well within the mainstream of children’s literature and that the school’s decision to restrict access to the book
violated bedrock principles of school library science.”
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From the
E x e c u t i v e D i r e ct o r ,
B arbara m . j o n e s

We were able to celebrate a victory in Utah!
Members should be proud of FTRF’s principled and steadfast work to keep constitutionally protected LGBT books on U.S. library
shelves. I encourage you to read Patricia Polacco’s award-winning In Our Mothers’ House,
to get an understanding of why it is so important that young people have the opportunity to
read books that reflect their own family, or that
of a classmate!
As you might expect, there are renewed questions about video games in libraries following
the tragic events in Sandy Hook. FTRF will
help fund a second edition of Shooting the
Messenger: Why Censorship Won’t Stop Violence
by Judith Levine. Originally published after
Columbine, this essay demonstrates that social
science research does not show a link between
violent media and violent action in the real
world. It also reminds us that censoring violent
materials does not solve the complex problem
of violence in U.S. society. ALA’s Office for Intellectual Freedom has issued discussion points
on this controversial issue, found on the OIF
Blog, www.oif.ala.org/oif/?p=4558. We urge
you to use them when you are asked about this
at a social or educational event. Let us know if
CONTINUED on p. 7
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Policy

FTRF urges FOIA compliance, enforcement
The Freedom to Read Foundation has joined dozens of organizations in signing two letters, sponsored by OpenTheGovernment.org, regarding the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).
One letter went to the House Oversight and Government
Reform Committee thanking them for their February 4th letter
to the Office of Information Policy (OIP) at the Department of
Justice, posing important questions regarding OIP’s role in
government-wide FOIA policy implementation, compliance,
and enforcement. The other letter asks President Obama to
bring renewed attention to issues that continue to plague
implementation, compliance, and enforcement of the FOIA.
Both letters can be found at www.ftrf.org/?Statements.

T r u s t e e El e ct i o n

Slate announced for
FTRF election
Twelve candidates for the Freedom to Read Foundation Board
of Trustees have been slated for the 2013 election by the Nominating Committee. Six trustees will be elected to two-year terms
in the April election. Ballots will be mailed April 1 to all 2013
Freedom to Read Foundation members. To join or renew your
membership, please visit www.ftrf.org or call (312) 280-4226.
Candidates for Freedom to Read Foundation Board,
2013–2015













 elen Adams, Mansfield University School Library and
H
Information Technologies Department, Mansfield, PA
Doug Archer, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN
John Chrastka, EveryLibrary, Chicago, IL
Robert P. Doyle, Illinois Library Association, Chicago, IL
 hris Finan, American Booksellers Foundation for Free
C
Expression, New York, NY
Loida Garcia-Febo, Information New Wave, New York, NY
Martin Garnar, Regis University, Denver, CO
Pamela R. Klipsch, Jefferson County Library, High
Ridge, MO
Herbert Krug, CrossRoads Marketing Solutions, Evanston, IL
Jim Neal, Columbia University, New York, NY
Kent Oliver, Nashville Public Library, Nashville, TN
 va Poole, District of Columbia Public Library,
E
Washington, DC

News & Notes
Gordon M. Conable Conference Scholarship applications
open through April 5
FTRF has opened applications for the 2013 Gordon M. Conable Conference Scholarship, which will enable a library school
student or new professional to attend the 2013 American Library
Association Annual Conference, to be held June 27–July 2 in
Chicago. The goal of the Conable Conference Scholarship is to
advance two principles that Conable held dear: intellectual freedom and mentorship. The scholarship provides for conference
registration, transportation, housing for six nights, and six days’
per diem. The deadline for submitting an application is April 5;
the award will be announced in late April.
For more information, visit www.ftrf.org/?Conable_Scholarship.
Conable Scholar Barbakoff named ALA Emerging Leader
Audrey Barbakoff, recipient of the 2011 Conable Conference
Scholarship, was named one of the American Library Association’s “Emerging Leaders” for 2013. Emerging Leaders is a leadership development program in which participants work in small
groups on specific projects, culminating in a poster session at
Annual Conference. Barbakoff, currently an adult services librarian at Kitsap Regional Library in Washington, is sponsored by
the Public Library Association.
Krug Fund Banned Books Week grant applications open
March 18
Applications for the 2013 Judith F. Krug Banned Books Week
event grants, sponsored by FTRF, will be accepted between
March 18–April 30, 2013. Grants will be given to organizations
in support of “Read-Outs” or other activities in celebration of
Banned Books Week (Sept. 22–28, 2013). The announcement of
the recipients will appear in the June FTRF News.
For more information and to apply, visit www.ftrf.org/?Krug_BBW.
IFRT to celebrate 40th anniversary with June 28 event in
Chicago
The Intellectual Freedom Round Table of the American Library
Association is turning 40 this year. To mark the occasion, IFRT is
hosting a reception during ALA Annual Conference in Chicago.
The event will be Friday, June 28 from 7:30–10:00 p.m. at the
Chicago Cultural Center (former location of the Chicago Public
Library main branch).
For more information, visit www.ala.org/ifrt.
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FTRF President’s Report to ALA Council
Following the FTRF board meetings at
each ALA Annual Conference and Midwinter Meeting, the FTRF president issues
a report on its activities to the ALA Council. In addition to reporting on Carolyn
Forsman’s untimely death and the Davis
County and Prigmore decisions (see pp.
1–2), Candace Morgan reported on the
following topics.

and privacy issues raised by the decision
of a Westchester County, NY newspaper
to publish the names and addresses of all
the gun permit owners in the region in
the wake of the Newtown, CT tragedy.

Finally, in a special session, the FTRF
Board discussed the intellectual freedom
and privacy issues raised by libraries’
move to e-books and the refusal of major
You can read the full report at www.ftrf.
publishers to sell e-books to public and
org/?Council.
school libraries. Pat Losinski, director of
the Columbus, OH Metropolitan Library,
and Kent Oliver, director of the Nashville
Developing Issues
Public Library and a past president of
The FTRF Developing Issues Committee
provided information and led discussions FTRF, presented their concerns about
a growing “content
about three emergdivide” between those
ing issues that could
library users who
impact intellectual
can afford e-readers
freedom in libraries
The first issue discussed
and tablets and those
and give rise to future
was the near-universal use
without the funds or
litigation. The first
resources to acquire
issue discussed was
of Internet filters in school
e-books. Both urged
the near-universal use
libraries and the impact the
the FTRF to become
of Internet filters in
practice has on student
a voice and advocate
school libraries and the
learning outcomes.
for those library users
impact the practice has
who are being denied
on student learning
access to all the content available in our
outcomes. The second discussion considdemocratic society because of publishered claims raised by a Michigan lawsuit
ers’ refusal to sell their most desirable
filed on behalf of students who claimed
materials to libraries.
that their school district had failed to
teach them to read in violation of their
right to a public education. The third dis- Strategic Plan Initiative
cussion considered the First Amendment
This past fall, FTRF took a major step

forward in achieving portions of its
new strategic plan when we launched
our redesigned newsletter and website.
The newsletter has a more readable and
attractive graphic design and its content
will be written to be more engaging. The
new website features a clean, contemporary look and includes a gallery of
FTRF’s Roll of Honor winners, a detailed
history of the Foundation, and incorporates FTRF’s social media presence.
In addition, the site integrates FTRF’s
member database. As a result, it is easier
to become a member of the Foundation
and FTRF members are able to update
their contact information as well as
renew their membership online. It’s our
hope that these new online tools will
improve our members’ experience and
enhance FTRF’s public outreach.
FTRF also is pursuing efforts to build
our organizational capacity to achieve
our litigation, education, and awareness
building objectives and to increase our
membership by reaching out to both librarians and the general public via social
media, direct mail, and other avenues.
I want to thank John Chrastka of AssociaDirect and Jonathan Kelley, FTRF’s
program coordinator, for the hard work
and long hours they put in (many of
them uncompensated) to implement the
redesigned newsletter and website and to
increase FTRF’s membership.

Photo by Curtis Compton

Scenes from the Midwinter Meeting in Seattle
(Left) Spot the FTRF
members! The ALA Office for Intellectual Freedom designated January
27 “Sweater Vest Sunday” to encourage the
reporting of challenges
to library materials.
(Right) FTRF Trustees
Jonathan Bloom and
Judith Platt pose following the Midwinter Board
of Trustees meeting.
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Photos above and right by
Jonathan Kelley

(Above) FTRF President
Candace Morgan and featured
speaker Jamaica Kincaid at
FTRF’s 7th Annual Banned/
Challenged Author event.
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Librotraficante named Downs Award recipient
By Adriana McCleer, Ph.D. Student, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Librotraficante (www.librotraficante.
com) was the 2012 recipient of the Robert B. Downs Intellectual Freedom Award
presented by the faculty of the Graduate School of Library and Information
Science at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign. Novelist Tony Diaz
represented the founding members of
the Librotraficante movement in accepting the award at ALA Midwinter.

Background: battle over MAS
“Raza Studies,” later renamed “Mexican American Studies” was adopted in
2003 to help close the Latino academic
achievement gap in TUSD. Teachers in
11 schools integrated a Mexican American perspective into traditional lesson
plans and carefully developed curriculum and selected literature that challenged the dominant narratives of the
Mexican American experience perpetuated in popular culture. The literature
authentically depicts the heterogeneity
of Mexican American communities—in
traditions, language, regional distinctions, and experiences. Students representing a range of diverse backgrounds
also engaged in lessons and readings of
Native American,
Black, and feminist
studies. The program documented
notable success in
student achievement, including increased graduation
rates and standardized test scoring.

Formed in response to the dismantling
of the Tucson, Arizona, Unified School
District’s (TUSD) Mexican American
Studies (MAS) program and the associated removal
of books from
Tucson classrooms,
Librotraficante is
an effort to defy
this act of censorship by “smuggling”
the banned books
back into Tucson.
The LibrotraficanFrom l.: Christine Jenkins, University of Illinois
tes collected over
faculty and FTRF Trustee, Sue Searing, Barbara
Jones, and Tony Diaz. Photo courtesy Terry Weech. In 2010, Arizona
1,000 books and
Governor Jan Breworganized a six-city
er
signed
into
law
AZ
House Bill 2281,
caravan starting in Houston to “set the
a
ban
on
ethnic
studies
programs in
books free” in the community and start
Arizona,
specifically
crafted
to eradicate
an “underground library.”
MAS. In 2011, Arizona Superintendent
of Public Instruction John Huppenthal
In accepting the award, Diaz expressed
his honor and pleasure with the opportu- found that the TUSD MAS program
“promote[d] resentment toward a race or
nity to convene with other “book smugclass of people; [was] designed primarily
glers” and “carriers of the word.” Diaz
for pupils of a particular ethnic group;
described how often Latino communiand advocate[d] ethnic solidarity instead
ties are overlooked and underestimated.
of the treatment of pupils as individuals”
When the communities are considered,
and was thus in violation of HB2281.
it is typically in the role of “consumers,”
rather than contributing members of our
In January 2012 all MAS teaching activicommunities. He stated, “There is still
ties were suspended; MAS curriculum
a lot of work to do . . . We [Latinos] are
was prohibited and books used in the
hardly ever thought of as intellectuals.
courses were removed from classrooms
We can address that together.”
and put in storage.

Subsequent to the ban, the district
instituted a Mexican American Student
Services Department, which provides
student support through tutoring and
mentoring to “advocate for students’
academic achievement and social wellbeing.” In January 2013, the district
school board—featuring a new majority
that supports reinstatement of MAS—
voted to overturn its previous objection
to “culturally relevant” courses in the
optional core course offerings.
New desegregation consent decree
On February 6, 2013, Federal Judge
David C. Bury ruled on the unitary status
of Tucson Unified School District. Since
1978, the district has been operating under a desegregation settlement agreement
that mandates the district to address ongoing segregation and discrimination for
“Black and Hispanic minority students.”
Since the federal court found TUSD out
of compliance with its agreement, a new
consent decree will allow the district to
move to an integrated, inclusive system.
The first step is the development of
“culturally relevant courses” that “reflect
the history, experiences, and culture of
African American and Mexican American communities and will have to be
approved through the District’s normal
curriculum review process, including
approval by the TUSD Governing Board,
and evaluated to ensure they align with
state curriculum standards....”
There is still uncertainty about what tangible changes will be made in the district.
What “culturally relevant” courses will
be offered? Who will teach these courses?
What pedagogy will be used? For some,
there is no victory until MAS is reinstated as it previously existed.
The Librotraficante movement
Arizona’s dismantling of MAS sparked
Diaz, “el Librotraficante,” Liana Lopez,
CONTINUED on p. 7
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Remembering Carolyn
Forsman
CONTINUED from p. 1

in ALA during the 1970’s, she served
on the Young Adult Services Division
Research Committee, as an ALA Councilor-at-Large, and as Chair of the ALA
Constitution and By-Laws Committee.

A tribute to
Russell Shank
We briefly reported in our September
issue on the death of former FTRF
Trustee Russell Shank during the 2012
ALA Annual Conference in Anaheim.
Russ was retired but still very active in
the library community.
His last position was as Director of Libraries at UCLA from 1977–88. He served
ALA with distinction as its President from
1978–79. He also served as president of
two ALA divisions—the Association of
College and Research Libraries and the
Information Science and Automation
Division (now the Library and Information Technology Association).
He received the Freedom to Read Foundation Roll of Honor Award in 1990
and to honor his memory, FTRF invited
his daughter, Sue, to be our guest at the
2013 Midwinter Meeting. Sue has said,
“I just knew him as Dad and I now want
to know what his professional life was
all about.” A memory book was filled
with thoughts of Russ, and a memorial
resolution will be introduced at the 2013
Annual Conference in Chicago.
FTRF has created a special Roll of
Honor page for Russ on our website:
www.ftrf.org/?ROHShank.
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Carolyn was creative and had excellent
visualization skills that she used in making jewelry. One of her doctoral student
friends remembered receiving an African
necklace from her parents. Carolyn saw
it and came in the next day with an
excellent replica she had made. Carolyn
said that she endured long professional
meetings by designing beaded jewelry.
She turned her relaxing avocation into
an extremely successful business. She
used her knowledge of popular culture
combined with inexpensive materials to
create imaginative, affordable pieces that
do something. As her company logo says,
“Voila, it spins, sparkles, flips, flashes,
glows, winks, snaps & slinks.”
The Banned Book bracelets and necklaces designed for the Office for Intellectual Freedcom were popular items. She
proudly displayed a photo of Michelle
Obama wearing a Jawbreaker pearl necklace and earrings at her ALA conference
booth. Awards for her designs included
Scientific American Top 20 Gifts
lists for many years. Her designs are sold in more than 120
museum shops, such as MoMA
Design Shop, the Smithsonian
Institution, and the Victoria
and Albert Museum in London.
Self-proclaimed Violet Femme,
Carolyn was passionate about
purple. She wore purple clothes
and her short hair was dyed purple. She
loved to dance, attended the ALAP parties at conferences, and frequented dance
clubs after work.
Carolyn was married to John Forsman,
Richmond (CA) Public Library Director

who was involved in the 1969 censorship battle over the Berkeley Barb that
resulted in his resignation. This episode
helped ignite her lifelong dedication to
intellectual freedom.
Carolyn and I met when we were young
faculty wives at the University of Pittsburgh. Though our lives followed different paths, we visited at ALA Conferences
including the 2012 Anaheim Conference.
Carolyn was extremely bright, honest, and
open and loved to visit with friends—we
could continue where we’d left off in the
previous visit as though it had been days
earlier instead of six months or a year. I
especially admired her commitment to
the intellectual freedom cause, faithfully
spending days for many years, to sell her
jewelry and share the proceeds with FTRF
and OIF.
The Freedom to Read Foundation and
ALA Office for Intellectual Freedom are
fortunate to have had such a creative,
imaginative friend who spent years
volunteering to attend conferences, selling her creations and generously sharing
the profits with FTRF and promoting its
values in such an appealing manner.
On the Violet Femme page of her
Conversation Piece Jewelry website she
has a photo of herself holding her FTRF
Roll of Honor Award citation. After a
summary of her life and accomplishments she wrote, “My
dream has come true.”
Carolyn is survived by Barbara,
her sister; Megan and Rebecca,
nieces; and Jason, nephew.
Carolyn’s family has asked that
donations in her name be made
to the Freedom to Read Foundation (www.ftrf.org or (312)
280-4226) and the Cancer Research
Institute (www.cancerresearch.org).
FTRF has created a special Roll of Honor
web page for Carolyn at www.ftrf.
org/?ROHForsman.
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New Year, New Opportunites they are helpful, or if
CONTINUED from p. 2

you have further questions or concerns.

Many members have asked me how they can be more involved
in the work of the Freedom to Read Foundation. For 2013, we
encourage you to host a freedom to read activity in your home,
or at your service club, church, synagogue, or book club! We
can send you FTRF brochures and literature. Let us know how
it goes! Last month I hosted such an event at our home for 15
very lively members of the Chicago Area Phi Beta Kappa Salon.
Of course the video games controversy came up. So did the
question of why today’s YA literature is so dark. We heard perspectives from middle school parents, senior school volunteers,
computer scientists, attorneys, and many others. A great way to
spend a rainy Chicago afternoon.
Another way to help FTRF is for some of you long-time
members to mentor new or prospective members. Please
contact me if you are interested. The Trustees are very interested
in ensuring that the next generation treasures the freedom to
read as much as we do!

Best Wishes, Barbara
2 0 1 3 M i dw i n t e r
m e e t i n g r e p o rt
Librotraficante named Downs Bryan Parras, Lupe
Mendez, and Laura
Award recipient

Acosta to found
the Librotraficante
movement in 2012. In addition to the Tucson library, five more
underground libraries have been formed in the southwest based
on the MAS reading list of over 80 books and six other libraries are being developed in California, Kentucky, and Wisconsin.
Diaz has called the underground libraries “gateway libraries”
that develop literary and cultural environments in community centers and work in partnership with public libraries to
share resources and expertise. [Ed. note: FTRF and REFORMA
cosponsored a Librotraficante Read-Out at the 2012 Joint Conference of Librarians of Color.]
CONTINUED from p. 5

The Librotraficante movement is creating awareness in other
states so that laws banning ethnic studies are not replicated using
Arizona as a model. As Diaz stated, “Arizona was the center of the
anti-immigrant movement and those laws spread from state to
state. We must not let Arizona’s anti-intellectual laws spread.”

fr o m t h e F T R F N e w s
A rc h i v e s
In each issue of Freedom to Read Foundation News we bring
you articles, case histories, and photos from our archives, and
celebrate those people and events that figure so prominantly in
FTRF’s past and present. If you have any memories you’d like to
share, please contact us for inclusion in future issues.
From FTRF News Vol. 2, No. 2, Winter 1973: “Highlights of the
January Board Meeting”
Testimony on Shield Laws and FCC Regulations
The Board authorized the submission of testimony to appropriate committees of Congress supporting shield laws to protect
the traditional privilege of the newsman to concel the identities
of his sources. Similar authority was granted to submit a statement on legislation proposed by Clay T. Whitehead of the White
House Office of Telecommunications Policy. Whitehead, who
said that FCC license holders will be held responsible for presenting “balanced” newscasts, has prepared a bill that would, if
adopted, change FCC licensing regulations.
Contribution to Pentagon Papers Fund
In response to a request that the Foundation support the legal
defense of Daniel Ellsberg and Anthony J. Russo, Jr., the Board
of Trustees voted unanimously to contribute $500 and issued a
statement explaining the position of the Foundation:

Whereas, Wide open and robust discussion of public
issues is central to self-government and basic to the existence of constitutional democracy; and
Whereas, Daniel Ellsburg and Anthony J. Russo, Jr., have
contributed to the open and robust discussion of the Vietnam war by making the Pentagon Papers available to the
press and the public; and
Whereas, The Freedom to Read Foundation strongly supports the right of the public to be informed, to hear what is
spoken and to read what is written, which is crucial to the
governing powers of the people; and
Whereas, The prosecution of Daniel Ellsbuerg and Anthony J. Russo, Jr., by the U. S. Department of Justice creates
fear and has a chilling effect on the future actions of those
who might consider exposing possible governmental errors or mistakes, exposure which is necessary and proper
under our constitutional regime;
Now, therefore, be it resolved, That the Freedom to Read
Foundation declare its opposition to the prosecution of
Daniel Ellsberg and Anthony J. Russo, Jr., by the U.S.
Department of Justice and further declare its financial and
moral support for Ellsberg and Russo.

To read Diaz’s acceptance speech, visit http://www.lis.illinois.edu/
about-gslis/awards/downs-award.
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FTRF Meet & Greet @ACRL2013
ACRL National Conference attendees and FTRF members and friends in
Indianapolis are invited to join us at a Meet & Greet on April 11, 2013 at the
Kurt Vonnegut Memorial Library.
Date: Thursday, April 11, 2013
Time: 6:30–8:30 p.m.
Location: Kurt Vonnegut Memorial Library, 340 N. Senate Ave., Indianapolis, IN
There is no charge to attend this event. Refreshments will be provided.

Free FTRF Member Webinar featuring Theresa Chmara
Exclusive for Freedom to Read Foundation members!

Filtering, Leafleting, and Book Banning: An overview
of recent court cases involving libraries
A webinar and Q&A featuring FTRF General Counsel Theresa Chmara. Chmara
will discuss recent litigation involving library computer filtering and book
banning and answer your questions about these topics and more.
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2013
Time: Noon–1:00 p.m. EDT/9:00–10:00 a.m. PDT
This webinar is presented free of charge to Freedom to Read Foundation members. Register
at www.ftrf.org/event/Chmara_Webinar. Note: space is limited.

